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Continuing trends in youth 
behavioral health

Medicaid: residential treatment 
spending

– Residential and group home 
spending increased from $1.5 billion 
to $2.6 billion from 2005 to 2011 
(Pires, 2017)

Child welfare: rates and length of 
placements

– ACF data shows 56,188 (14%) of all 
youth in care were in RTCs

– Placements average 8 months
– 34% of all youth spend 9 months or 

more in facilities
• (Casey Family Programs, 2016)





Common factors of effective care

• Engage and build 
alliance

• Build skills

• Coordinate across 
helpers

• Clear, shared goals

• Measure progress





Team
* Process + Principles

Organizations
* Training, supervision, 
interagency coordination 
and collaboration

System *Funding, Policies

Effective

Supportive

Hospitable

Necessary Community and System Supports 
for Wraparound



Necessary Community and System 
Supports for Wraparound

• Partnership

• Service Array

• Fiscal strategies

• Workforce 
Development

• Accountability



Program and system decision support 
promoted by TCOM

Family and Youth Program System

Decision 
Support

• Care planning
• Effective practices
• Selection of EBPs

• Eligibility 
• Step-down
• Transition

• Resource
Management

• Right-sizing

Outcome 
Monitoring

• Service transitions
• Celebrations
• Plan of care revision

• Evaluation of 
Outcomes

• Evaluation
• Provider profiles
• Performance 

contracting

Quality 
Improvement

• Care management
• Supervision

• Continuous quality 
improvement

• Program (re)design

• Transformation
• Business model 

design
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Tracking the rate of improvement
in child functioning in Hawai’i
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Daleiden et al. (2006). Getting better at getting them better: Health outcomes and evidence based 

practice in a system of care. Journal of the American Academy of Child and Adolesc. Psychiatry, 45.



Tracking the rate of child improvement 
over time after state went to scale

Baseline 6 mos

Wrap gone to scale 118 105

Wrap pilot 109 75
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Tracking placement status pre- and 
post wraparound (n=20 youth)
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Translating placement data to
cost-effectiveness data for 20 wrap youths

Placement type Cost per unit
N units

Pre-wrap post-wrap
Total cost

Pre-wrap     post-wrap

Detention $407/day 90                  67 $36,630 $27,269

Resid. Treatment $450/day 90                  56 $40,500       $25,200

Psych Hospital $3500/day 243                46 $927,630     $161,000

TOTAL out of 
community care

$1,004,760 $213,269

Savings on out of 
community care

$714,361

TOTAL WRAP 
COSTS

$1,300
pmpm

9 months
(average LOS)

$234,000

NET COST 
SAVINGS

$480,361
($24,018 per youth)



Tracking the change in placement rate 
over time after state went to scale

Bruns, Pullmann, Sather, Brinson, & Ramey, 2014
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Associating youth outcomes with 
implementation fidelity

Effland, McIntyre, & Walton, 2010
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% of Youth Showing Reliable Improvement on the CANS by 
level of Wraparound fidelity



We wrote a guide about CANS use in 
Wraparound at a Program- and System-Level!

This guide is currently 
under review by 
SAMHSA. Stay tuned 
for a finalized version. 



And when I say “we,” I mean these folks…



Number of mean actionable needs at 
baseline among wraparound programs

Mean N of actionable needs at 
enrollment between sites that use 
the CANS for eligibility and those 
that do not. 

– Are youth in need of Wraparound 
being excluded unnecessarily due 
to eligibility algorithms…

– or are non-eligibility sites 
enrolling youth who would be 
better and more efficiently served 
in a lower level of care…

– Or… something else?



There is a wide range of change experienced by 
Wraparound youth as measured by the CANS

Most youth started Wraparound with between 6 and 12 
actionable needs, and had 2 or 3 fewer needs at discharge

– At discharge, Wraparound youth still  have “actionable” needs 
that need supports and services to maintain positive functioning. 



Most common CANS Needs at Intake 
to Wraparound (N=13,017)



PHQ-9 for Depression



Rating engagement, rating progress
(SRS+ORS; Miller, Duncan, & Johnson, 2002)









“I will be happy, 
surrounded by 
friends, doing 
things I love”







From listing service needs to 
identifying underlying needs

• “Miguel needs anger management classes.”

• “Miguel needs to learn how to control his 
anger.”

• “Miguel needs to know that to become the 
man he wants to be he can be strong and 
peaceful at the same time.”



From listing service needs to 
identifying underlying needs

• Matthew needs therapy for his past trauma

• Matthew needs to be able to better cope with 
the traumatic events he has experienced

• Matthew needs to know people can be 
permanent parts of his life



10 Strategies to meet 1 need

1. John will take Matthew back to his old 
neighborhood, share stories of how he 
grew up.

2. Mona will join ancestry.com and show 
Matthew how he fits in their family tree.

3. Adam (therapist) will work with Matthew, 
Mona, and John to explain how 
depression and trauma relate to 
aggressive behaviors.

4. Adam (therapist) will work with Matthew 
1x/week using trauma-focused CBT.

5. Matthew will be Coach Smith’s assistant 
and help out with other sports between 
football activities.

6. Sue will get tickets to university games 
that Matthew and Coach Smith will attend

7. Tina (parent partner) will work with Mona 
and John on a behavior contract with 
Matthew that includes rewards and 
consequences.

8. The family will create an ‘I liked it when…’ 
box that all family members will put notes 
in daily about something they liked that 
another family member did. Notes will be 
read Wednesday night after dinner and on 
Fridays before Matthew’s games.

9. Michelle and Mona will work out every 
day during which time Michelle will check 
in with Mona about Matthew’s behavior. 
She will keep a record of good days and 
bad days and report it back to the team.

10. Jennifer will check in with the school 
weekly to find out about office referrals 
and report it back to the team.











Thank you for listening
and for all you do.
Ebruns@uw.edu
www.nwic.org
www.wrapinfo.org
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